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Calculate thousands of materials to 
establish large properties database:



















Open Quantum Mechanical Database 
(OQMD) contains:
• Over 20k known compounds
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• We often know composition, but structure

















• Predict r1, r2, … rn from first principles
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Crystal Structure Solution (CSS)
• Less exotic, but far more important: 
solution of crystal structures from 
diffraction experiments
• Structure solution is painstaking, manual, 
intuition-driven process
• Often fails!
– Half of entries in the Powder Diffraction File 
are missing some atomic coordinates
Filling in the Gaps
• Over 150,000 incomplete crystal 
structures[1]
• Most predictions made by current methods[2] 
limited to small cells (~20 atoms)
CITE
How can we resolve unknown
crystal structures in a high-
throughput fashion, including
large unit cells?
[1] Powder Diffraction File (PDF)
[2] Examples: Glass and Oganov, J Chem Phys 124 (2006);
Trimarchi and Zunger, PRB 74 (2007);














New Approach to CSS:  
Symmetry-leveraged Genetic Algorithm







Meredig and Wolverton, Nature Materials (in press, 2012)
leveraging GA
Mining ICSD for Space Group 
Information
Example:  
Distributing 12 atoms 
in P6 space group3
What are the possible 
Wyckoff position 
combinations?
Statistically analyzed Wyckoff site occupancy 
for ~85,000 entries in ICSD
First-Principles Assisted Structure Solution 
(FPASS)
Random initial 

















Meredig and Wolverton, Nature 
Materials (in press, 2012)
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   best
structure
Jacobs and Juza. Z. anorg. allg. Chem. 370 (1969) 


















• 36-atom unit cell is 
largest prediction to 
date without 
assuming bonding
• FPASS finds lowest-
energy solution in 

















Conventional GA:  Lonie, D.C. & Zurek, E. 
XTALOPT Comput Phys Commun 182, 
372-387 (2011).
Fully Automatic CSS:  
Application of FPASS to NH3BH3
Known Space Group 
Place NH3 and BH3 
units on mirror plane 





















Test for B-N swaps 
Proposed Structure 


















• Broad utility: clarified four important crystal 
structure debates: 
– Hydrogen storage candidates MgNH and NH3BH3; 
– Li2O2, relevant to Li-air batteries; 
– High-pressure silane, SiH4.
• FPASS can solve structures with too many DOF 
for purely-predictive computational methods 
and/or remain ambiguous from experiments alone.
• A new paradigm: accompany every diffraction 
experiment with an FPASS-like structural solution. 
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• Analyzing: Large collection of materials 
properties
• Problem: How to organize materials or 
explain behavior?
• One approach: Descriptors
Examples 





• Widely-used technological materials:
– Fuel cells, thermal barrier coatings, 
catalysis…
• Doping governs properties, but what are 
the forces that govern doping?
Others’ Results
Dopant size a good descriptor for solubility 
in zirconia:
Bogicevic et al., PRB 64 (2001) Khan et al., J. Mater. Chem. 8 (1998)
Does this descriptor work when we dissolve 








70 di-, tri-, tetra-valent oxides
96 atom supercells
~20 defect configurations for each oxide
Large dataset of >1000 100-atom DFT calculations
No! Dopant size and dopant oxide d-band 
center (another common descriptor) both fail 
to satisfactorily describe trends
How can we use data mining and 
statistics to find better descriptors?
Candidate Descriptors
• Descriptor should be some feature of 
dopant oxides that predicts solubility in 
zirconia
• Enumerate ~20 properties:
– Band gap
– Magnetic moment
– Bader charges & atomic volumes
– Empirical (Shannon) radii
...
We can use a clustering algorithm to 
sort the dopants based on these 
properties
Clustering
Task: Sort n data points into k sets such that 
each point is closer to the centroid of its set than 




Pelleg, D., Moore, A. Proc. 17th ICML (2000)
Dopant Clusters
But which properties are the best 
descriptors for these clusters?
Maximal Information Coeff.
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• Open Quantum Mechanical Database (OQMD)
• First-Principles Assisted Structure Solution (FPASS)













• Typical HT approach: search for candidate 
materials by applying simple filters
• However: enormous quantities of “hidden” 
knowledge are embedded in the database
• Data mining can help extract it
Standard High-
Throughput Calculation Our Approach
Data Mining Example
• Recall basic calculation recipe:
– Composition
– Structure
• People focus on predicting/solving 
structure, but what if we could predict 
properties without it?
• Application: Discovery of new ternary 
compounds AxByCz
Structure-Independent Model












rn ) → P
we instead train a formation energy model 
on composition only:
M (xH , xHe, xLi...xPu ) → ∆E f
Database 
Construction 
• Thousands of DFT 
formation energies 




• Model 1: established 
heuristic 
• Model 2: data mining 
Model 
Evaluation 





• Run combinatorial 
list of compositions 
through models 
Ranking 
• Combine heuristic 



























































































DM: bin. + tern.!
R2 = 0.93!
MAE = 0.16 eV/at!
1 Stevanovic et al., PRB 85 (2012)
2 Lany, PRB 78 (2008)





















































False positive rate: 0/2 














False positive rate: 1/2 
True positive rate: 2/3
ROC Curves
Perfect 











either alone in 
regime of interest
What happens when we rank “all 
















Average of all A-B-X 
ternaries




• Computation holds great promise for 
advancing materials science
– Must focus on unique strengths of computers!
• We combined large DFT databases, 
algorithms, descriptor-based screening, 
and data mining for understanding & 
discovery
Future Work
• Other applications of data mining
• Fitting classical potentials as surrogates 
for DFT
• High-throughput crystal structure solution
Thanks, Everyone!
Photo credit: Yongli Wang
Solar Thermochemical
Gas Splitting
solar heating to ~2000K
MOx  MOx-1 + ½ O2 Thermal Reduction (TR)
cool to ~1000K and flow H2O or CO2
MOx-1 + H2O  MOx + H2Gas Splitting (GS)
Mat’ls Selection Framework
What are implications of ∆G=∆H-T∆S=0 for 




Meredig & Wolverton, Phys. Rev. B 2009,
Enabling Materials Discovery
If we can calculate ∆Hreduction and ∆Sreduction, 
we can screen for better materials:
Data Mining in Real Life: Netflix
The Computational 
Materials Paradigm
A wise man once said:
“Computational tools have advanced to 
the point now where materials may be 
‘synthesized virtually,’ with their 
properties predicted on a computer before 
ever being synthesized in a laboratory.”
Research Goal
Apply unique strengths of computers to 
the study of materials:
Efficiency
Faster and easier than laboratory investigation
Automation
Never repeat repetitive tasks
Scalability
Hard problems get more CPUs
Simulation
Make predictions for unexplored or hypothetical situations
Data Analysis
Human pattern recognition can be limited/fallible
Atomistic Computation











rn ) → P
where P is some property of interest (most 
commonly, a system’s total energy)
Crystal Structure Example
Atomic Coordinates














• Earned 1998 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
• Maps (intractable) quantum many-body 
problem onto system of effective one-body 
problems
• All materials properties derived from 
ground-state electron density






tool for predicting 
materials properties
CONS
Limited to ~100’s of 
atoms per 
calculation
Can treat bulk, 
surface, and defect 
thermodynamics 
and kinetics 
Issues with certain 




• Maddox’s “scandal” in the physical sciences









Maddox, Nature 355 (1988)
Incorporating Symmetry
• We have developed a symmetry-leveraging 




B. Meredig and C. Wolverton, Nature Materials (under review)
lattice constants
SLGA
complexity    reduction
Structure







Application to Hydrogen Storage 
Material:  MgNH
• Searched three possible space groups
• 36-atom unit cell is largest prediction 
to date without assuming bonding
Jacobs and Juza. Z. anorg. allg. Chem. 370 (1969) 






Consider a property distribution (e.g., band gaps 
of a set of materials):
Two variables have high mutual inf rmation 




lower in entropy than their individual
probability distributions
